Encrypted iPhone 6 Grey/Gold/Silver 16GB

Encrypted iPhone 6 with military algorithms impossible to crack, with comprehensive
software and ENCRYPTED phone number.
Advantages:
What´s the real purpose of this encrypted Smart Phone?
1. You can make encrypted non-interceptable phone calls even if the Smart Phone turns
out to be wired, either via IMEI or via any potential SIM card.
2. You will be able to make a phone call without the need of a SIM card, but just thanks to
a Wi-Fi connection.
3. It will be possible to make "blurred" phone calls to a landline, without your phone
number appearing on receiver´s telephone. On the contrary, the caller will have an
international yet fictional phone number, that will change each time.
4. You will have a chance to make a phone call with someone else´s number, thanks to
our service known as "Jolly".

5. You will be able to make encrypted and blurred phone calls even while you´re abroad,
at the same cost.
Crypto is THE non-interceptable mobile phone.
Usually, your call data (caller number and number called) are kept by your telephone
service provider and "stored" on files for more than 10 years.
The Crypto service provider will not appear or pass through any public telephone
switchboard, rather makes use of internet connection via Wi-Fi or 3G/UMTS, therefore,
coding safely the content of your speech without leaving nor traces nor having the chance
to save your call logs.
The excessive use of wiretapping, due not only to investigative purposes but also to
commercial competition and illegal industrial espionage, leads 5% of the world population
to be unshielded from privacy, hence unprotected from prying ears.
Thanks to Crypto, your audio will also be encoded, in order for it to be incomprehensible
to all but the other speaker, through certified algorithms universally acknowledged to be
secure(TLS & SRTP).
The privacy of your phone call is furthermore guaranteed through a coded technical
infrastructure which is physically located in nations where wiretapping is illegal by law and
is built in such a way that any sabotaging operation, either from the inside or from the
outside, will be null and void.
Your Privacy is our Priority!
Want to know more? Read here.
Are you not convinced yet? Ask for a free trial. We´ll try and contact you with your own
phone number or whichever number you prefer.

USD 1.729,00

